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Today is the 6-year anniversary

of the day back in 2005 when I

posted my first entry on the

Business Ethics Blog. This is my

885th posting since then.

A lot has changed since 2005.

For one, the ethics

blogosphere is more crowded

— or should I say, more fruitful

— than it was 6 years ago. The

business-ethics blogosphere

now includes blogs by

ethics/CSR professors like my pals Dirk Matten and Andy Crane, as well as blogs by

profs from neighbouring fields, like the corporate governance blog written by my

friend Richard Leblanc. It also includes journalists like Marc Gunther as well as

consultants like David Connor and Elaine Cohen. And, significantly, the ethics/CSR

blogosphere is now knitted together, you might say, by a vigorous

multidimensional Twitter conversation.

It’s also worth noting that a number of major business publications have also

joined the fray, including Forbes and Fast Company.

The other big change is that my blog is now syndicated exclusively on Canadian

Business magazine (most of my blog entries can be read both here and there).

Besides inspiring me to blog more consistently, being featured on CB has enlarged

my audience. That’s a very good thing, I think — not just for my own sake, but for

the sake of having the broadest, most inclusive conversation possible.

So, dear readers, thanks for your support over the last 6 years, and here’s to

continuing the conversation for another 6!
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Chris MacDonald, Ph.D., is an educator,

speaker, and consultant in the realm of

business ethics. He teaches at the Ted

Rogers School of Management, at Ryerson

University in Toronto, where he is Director of

the Jim Pattison Ethical Leadership

Education & Research Program, at the

Ted Rogers Leadership Centre.

He is also a Senior Fellow at Duke University's

Kenan Institute for Ethics.

Follow on Twitter, at @ethicsblogger

Chris has three times been declared one of

the "Top 100 Thought Leaders in

Trustworthy Business Behavior", and has

several times been named one of the "100

Most Influential People in Business

Ethics".

He has been writing The Business Ethics Blog

since November of 2005. The blog is now

exclusively syndicated by Canadian

Business magazine.

Business ethics professors say The

Business Ethics Blog is...

"...the best thing that ever happened to

Business Ethics courses...clear and

intelligent presentation of the real ethical

stakes behind the current headlines..."

[Prof. Wayne Norman, Duke University]

"...one of the best destinations on the web to

send students for fascinating and timely

analyses of cutting-edge issues ..."

[Prof. Laura Hartman, DePaul University]
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